COFFEE TABLE //

MATÉGOT COLLECTION

Designed by Mathieu Matégot

PRODUCT

COLOURS

// Glass / Brass

// Smoked Glass / Brass

FACTS

DESCRIPTION
Mathieu Matégot creates his legendary pieces in 1950s. The three-legged Nagasaki Chair
is Matégot´s best known piece. The Coffee table consist of one frame, one tempered glass
table top with plug ends. The frame is a two pieced construction.
The frame is fixated by the tempered table top and two bolts in the lower half.
The tempered table top is mounted onto the frame with four threaded plugs. Underneath
the frame there is mounted four glides to enhance friction towards the floor surface.

MEASUREMENT - L X W X H MM
ø58 - cm

VERSION

Table height: - 40,5 cm
WEIGHT ITEM
7,2 kg

Glass // Tempered clear float with brass plated frame.
Smoked glass // Tempered Smoked float with brass plated frame.

PACKAGING TYPE
Cardboard box

SERIE

PACKAGING MEASUREMENT - L X W X H CM
63,5 X 63,5 X 46,5 cm

Order item - look for part number in the pricelist.

WEIGHT PACKAGING - MATERIAL TYPE

The series consists of the following:

- Cardboard: 2,6 kg
Styro foam protector: 200 g

Nagasaki chair , Nagasaki stool, Kangour ou table, Dedal shelf, Coat r ack, Demon shelf,
Tr olley, Copacabana chair , Copacabana table, Coffee table.
TOTAL WEIGHT
10 kg
NUMBER OF PARCELS
1 pcs.

TABLE MEASUREMENTS
Ø50 x 40.5 Cm
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
For dusting and light cleaning of the Coffee table use a soft dry cloth.
For further cleaning of the of table top use none abrasive cleaners. For the frame
use a soft cloth that is firmly wringed in clean water for gently wiping the surface.

ENVIRONMENT
Parts can be separated and sorted for recycling.
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